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Jaguar XJ-S (later Jaguar XJS), a luxury tourer, was produced by british manufacturer Jaguar from 1976 to 1996. The XJ-S replaced the E-Type (also known as XK-E) in September 1975, and was based on the XJ sedan. It was designed as an XK-F, although it was very different in nature from its
predecessor. Although it has never had quite the same sports image, the XJ-S was a competent great tourer, and more aerodynamic than the E-Type. The last XJS was released on 4 April 1996, and by that time 115,413 vehicles had been produced during the 21-year production year. The model was
replaced with the XK8. XJS Fast Buyer Handbook Guide by Doug Dwyer The purpose of this guide is to summarize some important purchase considerations to answer the most common questions in relation to the used XJSs, and illustrate where the XJSs are used and no different from a conventional
head car. It is not intended as an in-depth XJS history, nor as a general How to buy a used car checklist. Feel free to ask for more informationatio ... Page 2 Does anyone know where I can either buy or download the original owners manual for my '85 XJS? Also, is it normal to have three separate keys for
ignition, trunk and door? If not, how much should I have? Thank you very much -Dan // Please trim the quoted text in context only in a message from 12/9/2004 5:53:18 pm Eastern Standard Time, Dan McMillan dan@quakka.com writes: Does anyone know where I can either buy or download the original
owners manual for my '85 XJS?' Also, is it normal to have three separate keys for ignition, trunk and door? If not, how much should I have? Dan: The original book the size of a glove box that came with 85 (in the U.S.) was a green, 120-page book entitled XJ-S H.E. Handbook, Publishing Part No. AKM
9045. Unfortunately, I can't tell you where to get one, but I'd be wary of anyone on E-Bay if the seller can provide a similar description above. I've heard that JDHT may have some common handbooks that apply to combined years models. There were 3 keys provided with the vehicle: one for ignition with
a black plastic end, one for the door, a glove box and a trunk/boot, and a valet key, more than the first one that would not open the glove box or trunk. If you're new to the list, welcome! Also, if not yet recommended, you should (1) download Kirby Palm's 700-page book, available for free online, (2) order a
JDHT (Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust) CD containing parts of the Catalog, Repair Operations Guide, and posting charts for $25, and read archival searches. Information on all this data Jag-Lovers. George Balthrop, Clifton, W. USA 85 and 89 XJ-S Coupe; 89 XJ40 VDP // Please trim the quoted text in
context, only if you can't find the original owners manual for 85, I still have my 88 Jaguar XJ-S Drivers Handbook Handbook Part of the No. AKM 9157 Ed 4. It has documentation for the new seat belt system. I sent Kirby the 83 Handbook I had. Also, I'm not sure, but I can still have a 90 Handbook. I
haven't found anything since we moved in. I'm not sure what's stored or what it was thrown out by my wife. Ned... Does anyone know where I can either buy or download the original owners manual for my '85 XJS? ... Also, is it normal to have three separate keys for ignition, trunk and door? If not, how
much should I have? Dan: / Please trim the quoted text in context only----- Original post ----- From: GBalthropXJS@aol.com Dan, Things Like That Come Up on eBay once in a while. You can set up a search for XJS guide owners and run it every few days. Ed Sowell 76 XJ-S Does Anyone Know Where I
Can Either Buy or Download the Original Owners Guide for my '85 XJS?' Also, is it normal to have three separate keys for ignition, trunk and door? If not, how much should I have? please trim the quoted text in the context of only Hi Ned, Come on, Ned, you just forgot where you put it. Leave Mary on the
sidelines! Ed I'm not sure what's stored or what it was thrown out by my wife. please trim the quoted text in the context of only Hi Ed, I thought you would stop this summer. How's Judy? I see that you have been very active in helping to keep the XJ-S Jags on the road. I donate my Jag to reduce my taxes,
but I'll be looking for another 95. Taxes still got to me. I think I like how 95 convertibles with a 4.0 engine works. Buick is a good ... And slowly. I think 4.0 spoiled me. You know when you have a slow car everyone will park in front of you on the freeway. There is one thing about Buick I like: part selling for
less than $100. You know... Touch paint for $6. Ed, I'll send you a list of V-12 XJ-S items that I still have in the garage. Perhaps someone in this area can use them. I'll be looking for 90 booklets after my trip to the IRS tomorrow. Ned... Hi Ned, ... / Please trim the quoted text in context only----- Original
post ----- From: Ed Sowell EdsJag1212@efsowell.us Dan Try www.lloydsautolit.com. They will pull what they have off the shelf and describe its condition for you. NAYYY, but I bought my XJS owners guide there, the same prices as found at E-Bay and other locations (est $40 for a new conditon guide
with a leather lid). Judging by my 91st, the full manual pack of owners consists of the items below - but here's the qualifier: the original owner of my car told me that it came with a 4.0 Salon Handbook in a package he gave me, so I bought an XJS book from Lloyds, so there may be other bugs in my
package: Green Leather - growling embossed, gold Jaguar name, brass-coated metal parts of the passport corner First owner's information, various registration and service voucher tear card with Sale dealer stamped Jaguar Service on the site of the SOS roadside description of the OEM tire brochure
warranty brochure (my Pirelli, but I think the car came with Goodyear tires) yellow warning card to have electrical accessories in the XJ6 (error???) installed by the dealer Jaguar White card, to disable the battery if the car is temporarily parked SOS plastic ID card Forecourt Data Card (liquid and other
specs) with a cutout drawing XJS V12 AJ8700 Security Code Information folding card with 2 plastic code cards and theft of restraint decals (correct code for my car) 242 page Jaguar XJS Drivers Handbook Publishing Part No JJM 18 02 03/00 Steve S. Lexington, MA USA '91 xj-s v12 coupe from: Dan
McMillan dan@quakka.com Anyone knows where can I either buy or download the original owners guide for my '85 XJS? please trim the quoted text in context only in response to a message from Dan McMillan sent thu 9 December 2004: One of the good things the previous owner of my car did (in this
list we denigrate 'P.O.' so often I thought I'd say something nice about it for change!) was to keep all the original documents for my 1993 4 liter XJS in the glove box. (Did you know that 12 years ago this car cost $55,000 new?!) Unfortunately, Jaguar Cars Ltd has written one of the WORST owner's guides
I've ever seen! There is nothing about cruise control in it, and there is not even a section on how the climate control system works. (My Chrysler came with a guide and video tape showing which switch works, when and how!) My advice to anyone is to get a 'new' JAguar: download and read the book from
this site if you have 12 or 6 and order a guide from Jaguar Heritage. I would be very careful of EBay! When everything else fails, drive the car for a few thousand miles and you end up learning how things work! (Or shoud I say: a few thousand SMILES?!) P. Talor Bonita Califonia 1993 4-liter convertible-
Paul Taylor -Posted using Jag-amateur JagFORUM (forums.jag-lovers.org) - Support For Jag-amateurs - Donate to - / Please trim the quoted text in context only Get it in front of 17 million UK buyers. Displaying the slide (CURRENT_SLIDE) from the TOTAL_SLIDES - Make a Go offer to the previous
slide - Make an offer To the next slide - Make an offer to tell us what you think - opens in a new window or tab tab
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